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Executive Summary 

 

The Hanna Tintina watersheds contain 80% of the spawning sockeye in the Nass River 

Drainage as well as bull trout, a blue listed species. The high concentration of sockeye 

salmon results in this drainage having a provincially significant Grizzly Bear population.  

The Pine Flats creek watershed contains rainbow and bull trout and has been heavily 

harvested and roaded.  

The Hanna Tintina watersheds are proposed Protected Areas due to the high habitat 

values. Investment in these watersheds will improve and stabilize water quality and 

therefore spawning habitat. Watershed restoration works will reduce sediment transport 

from road surfaces and fills into streams.  

This report does not include site specific prescriptions or cost estimates due to 

budgetary constraints and the need for more detailed fieldwork on areas not 

accessed. Helicopter access is required to complete the remainder of the Hanna 

Tintina road systems.  

The inactivity of the Forest Licenses in the area has resulted in heavily brushed in roads 

reducing access but has also served to stabilize the road prism with root penetration. 

For a period of 4 years there were no licensees operating in this area, therefore there 

were no current road inspections to reference when completing the watershed 

restoration inventory. Prioritization of areas was based on local knowledge of the area. 

A total of 68 km of road was inspected during the fieldwork component, resulting in 9.2 

km of road requiring waterbarring, cross ditching and culvert removal. Additional 

operational consideration is required due to the potential construction of the North 

West Transmission line and the resulting road access requirements.   
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

There are 2 components to this report, a road inventory component and a watershed 

restoration component. The road inventory component applies to all roads that were 

assessed, whereas the watershed restoration component applies only to the roads 

within the Hanna and Tintina Watersheds.  

The project area, referred to as the Orenda Chart Area is located in the Southern part 

of the Nass Timber Supply Area, Kalum Forest District. This area was operated by Orenda 

Forest Products, a subsidiary of Skeena Cellulose, until 2004 when at that time the 

licensee filed for bankruptcy. From 2001 to 2004 this licence was not actively being 

operated and from 2004 to 2007 there was no legal entity monitoring the conditions of 

cutblocks, roads or structures while the licence/assets were being auctioned.  In 2005 

and 2006 Canada Resurgence Developments amended their Forest Stewardship Plan 

to overlap the old Orenda Chart Area and BC Timber Sales began operating in the 

area. No information was collected or recorded from 2001 to 2007 on the condition of 

the roads, therefore the candidate areas to conduct watershed restoration works were 

unknown at the time.  

The lack of information regarding the current conditions of the roads, deactivation and 

liabilities, required that a new inventory or inspections of the road systems was 

necessary. The intent for this inventory was to prioritize the old chart area based on the 

best known information regarding road liabilities and fisheries values. This project differs 

significantly from other Watershed Restoration Projects in the capacity that the 

available road information is not complete and the new overlapping licensees 

operating in the area are not organized in their joint planning and independent from 

each other.  

The project complexity also increases with the addition of the proposed Hanna Tintina 

Protected Area that overlaps the most valuable fisheries habitat in the region, and 

proposed Old Growth Management Areas that make some road systems uneconomic 

to operate in. All these overlapping complexities have directed portions of this project 

into a road inventory project rather than a pure watershed restoration prescription 

project.  
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2.0 SCOPE 

 

In June of 2008 West Fraser Mills, Skeena Sawmills, engaged Markus Resource Consulting 

for the services to conduct an inventory of road conditions and commence watershed 

restoration works for the former Orenda Chart Area of the Nass TSA. This project focuses 

on sediment sources and road stability concerns within the road prism, excluding 

stream crossings, that impact or may have the potential to impact fisheries habitat 

within the former Orenda Chart Area. The fieldwork and report was to be completed 

between August of 2008 and March of 2009.  

The expected product from the field work is to be a report outlining the field findings 

and priority areas for additional road inventories and potential restoration works. There is 

no Watershed Restoration Prescription component to this project.       

3.0   METHODOLOGY 

 

The methodology that was used to complete this project is displayed in the following 

point form: 

1) A 1:50,000 scale map review of the Chart Area to determine the high priority 

areas based on local knowledge. 

2) A review of past field notes to focus the high priority areas. 

3) Field work was conducted by a crew of 2 people in August of 2008. Wherever 

possible, ATVs were used to access the areas. Where roads were significantly 

overgrown with alder and willow, areas were accessed by foot to a maximum 

one-way distance of 4 kms.  

4) Information collected at each site includes: 

i. Photos and site numbers 

ii. Written description of the road condition,  example, slumping 

shoulder 

iii. Width, slope and general measurements of the area of concern 
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iv. Distance from the road to, and classification of, riparian features 

that may be affected 

v. Possible restoration activities 

vi. UTM coordinates. 

 

5) Office tabulation of the onsite data collection 

Detailed soil conditions and riparian inventories were not collected. This type of data 

collection and inventory was beyond the scope of this project. 

 

4.0 RATIONALE FOR SELECTION OF KEY WATERSHEDS 

 

The selection of watersheds is based on potential negative impacts to many different 

natural resources, such as fisheries habitat, soil, productive land and riparian habitat. 

4.1 Hanna Tintina 

The Hanna and Tintina Watersheds support 80% of the sockeye spawning in the much 

larger Nass watershed. This specie’s population in the Hanna and Tintina watershed is 

considered provincially significant. Additional species are, steelhead, cut throat and 

bull trout and coho salmon. Water quality is essential for the conservation of these 

species. These watersheds are within a proposed protected area. 

4.2 Pine Flats Creek and Windfall Mainline 

This area has a high density of logging roads and a high percentage (%) of harvested 

area. Before this project started there were areas of known road concerns that may 

affect fisheries habitat. Bull trout, a blue listed species, and cut throat trout are known to 

inhabit this system. 

It is believed that the restoration work can have a positive impact on fisheries values 

with all of the watersheds. 

 

5.0 DESCRIPTION OF WATERSHED 

 

The Nass watershed is a 5th order interior watershed with a drainage area of 2,148,250 

ha. The majority (approximately 80%) of the watershed has no harvesting operations 

due to poor economic opportunities. The slopes around the study area are generally 
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gentle to moderate (20-50%). The sub-basins are gentle and spread upslope many 

kilometres due to the rolling nature of the topography. The past glacial activity has 

deposited a thin morainal layer over bedrock, and has rounded the hills into multiple 

ridges and benches oriented North West, South East direction. There are no lucustrine 

(clay, silt) deposits in the study area.  

Logging impacts in the study areas are mostly impacting non-classifiable, and S6 

streams, first order streams and wetlands. Generally timber harvesting impacts to fish 

habitat are: 

• Logging to the edge of the stream banks  

• Improper or not maintained creek crossings 

• High amount of non rehabilitated skid trails 

 

Fish habitat impacts have included: 

• Loss of riparian vegetation 

• Sediment deposition 

Harvesting in the Nass watershed is limited to only the southern 30% of the drainage due 

to economics. Logging occurs from the banks of the Nass River to the subalpine due to 

the moderate topography.  

 

6.0 PRIORITY SUB-BASINS 

 

Priority sub-basins were selected by the values and hazards associated with them. At 

this time the sub-basins are not prioritized as there are additional inspections to be 

completed. However, the Hanna Tintina drainages should be ranked as highest due to 

the extremely high value salmon habitat and the removal of the area from the timber 

harvesting landbase as a protected area. 

The level of disturbance in these watersheds is low-moderate for harvesting and roads. 

There is a moderate risk of impact to water quality from sediments generated from 

roads. Improper drainage, construction techniques or deactivation are mostly 

responsible for road related sediment inputs to Hanna Tintina Creeks. There is a high 

likelihood of benefits from treatment of roads. Refer to table 1 for a complete 

description of the sub-basins. 
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6.1  HANNA-TINTINA SUBBASINS 

 

6.1.1 Basin Condition 

Channel and hill slope conditions are described in table 1. Terrain sediment source and 

stream stability mapping was conducted by J.M Ryder in 1987 on Hanna Creek. Since 

that time much additional harvesting has been completed in the area. These stream 

channels are susceptible to disturbance very easily and sediments were determined to 

be associated with road construction. The lower reaches have been aggregated due 

to activities in the middle and upper reaches.  

6.1.2  Water Quality 

Water quality is good as there has been no new road construction in the past 10 years 

and there are no landslides within the watershed.  

 

6.1.3 Limiting Fish Habitat 

Fish habitat limitations appear to be associated with creek crossings which are outside 

of the scope of this project. Considerable amounts of sediment are generated from 

erosion of the road surface. These sediments are primarily being intercepted and 

captured by the dense vegetation around the roads, such as willow, black cottonwood 

and alder. Where road surface sediments are being deposited directly into NCDs or S6 

streams, these streams may then transport the sediment into fish habitat. 

 

6.1.4 Access Management  

 ATV access will be required to address silviculture obligations in the Hanna watershed. 

The proposed North West Transmission Line may require access on some, or all, of these 

old roads however this is undetermined at this time. Watershed restoration activities on 

vegetated roads may result in increased sediment delivery due to the exposure of 

mineral soil. If these roads are re-activated for access during the construction of the 

North West Transmission Line watershed restoration works should not commence. 

6.1.5 Restoration Objectives 

The objective of this project is to reduce sediment delivery from road cuts, fills and 

surfaces into the Hanna Tintina Creeks. Conservation of water quality for this high value 
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sockeye habitat is the goal. A total of 68 kms of road was inspected in the watersheds. 

There is approximately 9.2 kms of road requiring waterbarring and cross ditching 

restoration works.  

Restoration prescriptions have not been completed for these watersheds at this time. 

Therefore, site level objectives are not complete and will not be completed until a full 

inventory has been completed.  

 

7.0 RESULTS Of INVENTORY 

 

It is important to put into context the Orenda Chart Area in terms of sensitivity and the 

natural ability for disturbed areas to re-vegetate. The majority of the Orenda Chart area 

can be described as shallow course textured soils (sandy loams and loamy sands 50-

75% course fragments) over soft shale and silt stone. Topography is rolling with multiple 

ridges with steep side slopes less than 100 meters long with flat ridge tops. This type of 

topography and soil conditions results in road grades that are very broken with very little 

long steep grades.  These terrain conditions are favourable for road development as 

there are very little fine textured soils that create sedimentation concerns. Roads were 

generally located on slopes less than 40% with the majority of the roads on slopes less 

than 20%. The only areas where fine textured soils were observed are the southern 

approach to the Middle Tintina Road site 1 and the Lower Tintina road. The other roads 

that were reviewed were typical Orenda Conditions as described in this paragraph.  

The Orenda Chart Area is described as Interior Cedar Hemlock, moist cold and very wet 

cold, biogeoclimatic zone and subzone (ICHmc1 and vc). These subzones, particularly 

the vc have a high brush component on disturbed sites. Typically, ten years after 

construction of a road with no maintenance will result in a road surface that is heavily 

brushed in with alder, willow and herbaceous species. The alder and willow rooting 

penetrates the road subgrade, stabilizing it and assisting in the retention of fines on the 

road surface. This natural restoration should always be considered when assessing a site 

for restoration work and whether the proposed restoration out weights the disturbance 

of the established vegetation.       

In the study area sediment sources are associated with water washing the running 

surface of the road, where road grades are greater than 5%. Water then transports 

sediments down the road surface and deposits them into S6 or nonclassifiable 

drainages. These types of sites are limited to just a few roads on the upper and middle 

Tintina Mainlines as identified on the appendix 5 map.   
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The Windfall Mainline has a considerable number of sites with slumping shoulders 

caused by over steepened fills and improperly stripped organics, (See figure 1-3). Most 

of these sites have less steep, timbered terrain immediately below the road. Sites 4 and 

5 (as indicated on map 2) are the only areas of considerable volume that is unstable, 

these sites are associated with deep fills over NCD or S6 streams on greater than 40% 

side slopes.  

For a full list of areas of concern refer to appendix 4, Orenda Road Survey Results and 

Appendix 5, Orenda Roads Watershed Restoration Map. The Gitanyow fisheries 

authority conducted a comprehensive review of culvert crossings in the Orenda Chart 

area for watershed restoration. Although the appendix 4 list of site includes culvert 

crossing, this report does not address those site as they are beyond the agreed upon 

scope.    

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Windfall Mainline site 2 
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 Figure 2: Windfall Mainline site 4  
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Figure 3: Windfall Mainline site 5 

 

 

8.0 DISCUSSION 

 

There are several items that require investigation and consideration before this 

watershed restoration project can continue to prescription development: 

1)  West Fraser, the licensee administering the FIA account for this project, has been 

in negotiations for the sale of their Nass Forest Licence, therefore, it is currently 

undetermined who will be responsible for FIA project administration in the Nass 

TSA. A new licencee or licencee representative must accept the responsibility to 

administer the continuation of this project for 2009. 
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2) Discussion with stakeholders is required to determine future operations in the 

area. Currently licensees and BC Timber Sales appear to have no long term 

plans or direction as to where they anticipate operations to continue. The roads 

that were inspected for this project are currently not under permit by any 

licensee, therefore any environmental damage caused by a road failure or 

inadequate construction practices is not linked to a licensee that can either 

maintain the road or repair the damages. Efforts should be undertaken to 

determine if roads should be rehabilitated or left as is for the licensees to repair if 

they expand their operations and utilize the road systems with deficiencies. In 

addition, it is important to acknowledge that the upper, middle and lower Tintina 

road systems are all currently in the proposed Hanna Tintina Protected Area, 

meaning that these roads can move forward into the prescription phase.  

3) Investigation into additional road systems that were not covered under this 

project due to budgetary constraints should be prioritized and reviewed. It is 

recommended that the Upper Pine Flats Creek drainage (this includes areas 

uphill of the Windfall M/L 6-11 km) be reviewed as this area has been heavily 

roaded and harvested. The back end of the Upper, Middle and Lower Tintina 

roads, and Pine Flats Road require helicopter access and should be reviewed 

and inventoried before any restoration efforts are completed on the front end of 

those road systems. The Hanna Mainline just north of Meziadin Junction should be 

reviewed for both culvert and road concerns.  

The work that has been completed should be considered as part of a complex 

program that requires input from many different sources, stakeholders and 

consideration of many factors. There is an increase in complexity due to the difficulties 

with lack of information, determination of commitment to the land as well as allocation 

of funds to complete the works.  

 

9.0 CLOSING 

 

This report summarizes the initial stage of the most needed areas for the watershed 

restoration process associated with road stability for the Orenda Chart Area. It is 

recommended that in 2009 this process be continued for the inventorying of the roads 

within the areas of concern and initiate a forum to address road system liabilities, with 

the local licensees and BC Timber Sales, culminating with the completion of Watershed 

Restoration Prescriptions.  
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Table 1: Priority Watershed Information 

Watershed 

Sub-basin 

Drainage Area 

Tenure 

Area Logged 

Equivalant 

(ECA)% 

Nass River 

Hanna Creek 

12,045 ha 

Nass TSA, (CRD, BCTS) 

25%-35% 

20% 

Channel: 

Type 

 

Width 

Gradient 

 

Lower Reaches have deep pools, meanders; upper reaches are step pools, 

riffles and rapids 

 

3.0-5.0m 

Lower reaches 0.5%; upper reaches 5% 

Watershed type Multiple rock ridges and gullies determine the drainage patterns. Wide gully 

bottoms with steep rock slopes above tributary creeks. Hanna creek is in a wide 

very wet (floodplain) valley. 

Channel 

condition 

Upper reaches are in good conditions as there has been little to no logging. 

Lower reaches have been aggregated due to mid watershed road 

development and introduction of sediments into the creek.  

Riparian 

Condition 

Lower reaches are in good condition because of the large brushy wetland 

complex that surrounds the creek and therefore no development has 

encroached. Upper reaches vary depending on the amount of development. 

In places there is no riparian forest adjacent to the tributary streams or wetlands 

other areas have large intact riparian forest. 

Road Condition Fair to good. Many years of no maintenance, old construction techniques and 

poor deactivation has resulted in surface erosion in the past. However many of 

these conditions have naturally resolved themselves. The terrain is very forgiving 

because of the gentle relief and gullied/broken terrain.  

Hill slope 

condition 

Good- no logging related slides 

Target fish species Sockeye, Coho, Cutthroat. Hanna and Tintina Creeks contain 80% of the Nass 

River Sockeye and Coho spawning beds. Therefore these creeks are 

recognized as Provincially significant for salmon stocks. 
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Habitat Condition Good- The most valuable habitat for Sockeye and Coho in the Nass Drainage. 

Water quality due to sediment delivery is the main concern. 

 

 

 

Watershed 

Subbasin 

Drainage Area 

Tenure 

Area Logged 

Equivalant 

(ECA)% 

Nass River 

 Tintina Creek 

9,650 ha 

Nass TSA, (CRD, BCTS) 

35%-45% 

25% 

Channel: 

Type 

 

Width 

Gradient 

 

Lower Reaches have deep pools meanders, upper reaches are step pools, riffles 

and rapids 

 

2.0-5.0m 

Lower reaches 0.5% middle reaches 5%, upper reaches 12% 

Watershed type Multiple rock ridges and gullies determine the drainage patterns. Wide gully 

bottoms with steep rock slopes above tributary creeks. Tintina creek is in a wide 

very wet (floodplain) valley at lower reaches but a defined gully at mid to upper 

reaches. 

Channel 

condition 

Upper reaches are in good conditions as there has been little to no logging. Mid 

reaches have been crossed in 2 locations and tributaries are crossed multiple 

times. Lower reaches have been aggregated due to mid watershed road 

development and introduction of sediments into the creek.  

Riparian 

Condition 

Lower reaches are in good condition because of the large brushy wetland 

complex that surrounds the creek and therefore no development has 

encroached. Upper reaches vary depending on the amount of development. In 

places there is no riparian forest adjacent to the tributary streams or wetlands 

other areas have large intact riparian forest. 

Road Condition Fair to good. Many years of no maintenance, old construction techniques and 

poor deactivation has resulted in surface erosion in the past. However many of 

these conditions have naturally resolved themselves. The terrain is very forgiving 

because of the gentle relief and gullied/broken terrain.  
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Hill slope 

condition 

Good- no logging related slides 

Target fish species Sockeye, Coho, Cutthroat. Hanna and Tintina Creeks contain 80% of the Nass 

River Sockeye and Coho spawning beds. Therefore these creeks are recognized 

as Provincially significant for salmon stocks. 

Habitat Condition Good- The most valuable habitat for Sockeye and Coho in the Nass Drainage. 

Water quality due to sediment delivery is the main concern. 

 

 

Watershed 

Subbasin 

Drainage Area 

Tenure 

Area Logged 

Equivalant 

(ECA)% 

Nass River 

Pine Flats Creek 

4573 ha 

Nass TSA, (CRD, BCTS) 

35%-45% 

25% 

Channel: 

Type 

 

Width 

Gradient 

 

Lower Reaches have deep pools meanders, upper reaches are step pools, riffles 

and rapids There is a short reach in the middle that has waterfalls (steep) 

1.0-3.0m 

Lower reaches 0.5% middle reaches 25% (with a short section 40%), upper 

reaches 7-15% 

Watershed type Stream is located in a wide flat valley bottom with multiple wetlands adjacent or 

conjoining. Topography within the lower sub-basin is rolling 10-30% slopes with 

sand soils. Mid basin is steep side valley slopes rock. Upper basin is broken steeper 

terrain with course textured soils over sedimentary rock. Upper reaches of the 

stream braid considerably into many S6 and NCD streams, there is no, one main 

channel. 

Channel 

condition 

Upper reaches many NCDs or S6 streams have been severely disrupted and 

drainage patterns altered due to logging and road building operations. Mid 

reaches are in better condition in comparison to upper reaches. There has been 

much less harvesting due to the steeper topography. Lower reaches have been 

aggregated due to mid and upper watershed road development and 

introduction of sediments into the creek. Channel condition however in the lower 

reaches is in good condition.  

Riparian 

Condition 

Lower reaches are in good condition because of the large brushland wetland 

complex that surrounds the creek and therefore no development immediately 
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Condition adjacent. Upper and upper mid reaches riparian vegetation has been heavily 

impacted due to harvesting. These reaches however are not fish bearing. 

Road Condition Fair to good. Many years of no maintenance, old construction techniques and 

poor deactivation has resulted in surface erosion in the past. However many of 

these conditions have naturally resolved themselves with natural re-vegetation. 

The terrain is very forgiving because of the gentle relief and gullied/broken 

terrain.  

Hill slope 

condition 

Fair- There is 1 large slide within this water shed. The cause of this slide is related to 

poor drainage structures installation on the Windfall Mainline. This slide is the 

largest in the Nass area caused by forestry operations. The slide did not impact 

any water resources however.  

Target fish species Sockeye, Coho, Cutthroat. 

Habitat Condition Fair- Lower reaches are in good condition for spawning and rearing. Mid and 

upper reaches are not fish bearing however impact lower reaches with 

sedimentation. 

 

Appendix 1 

 

Impact on Fish Habitat 

Creek Landslide Gullies Roads Riparian Channel 

Hanna 

(habitat) 

L L M M L 

Tintina 

(habitat) 

L L M M L 

Pine Flats 

(water 

Quality)  

M L M M L 

 

Appendix 2 

Restoration Success for each Component within each Sub-basin 
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 Watershed Component 

Sub-

basin 

Target 

Spp 

Limiting 

Fish 

Habitat 

Watershed 

Conditions and 

restoration 

benefits 

Landslide

s 

Gullie

s 

Roads Riparia

n 

Chann

el 

Instream 

Fish 

Habitat 

Hanna Sockey

e Coho 

Spawnin

g 

Level of existing or 

potential 

disturbance 

L L M M M H 

   Impact of risk to 

fish habitat 

L L M M M H 

   Likelihood of 

Benefits to Fish 

Habitat from 

Restoration of 

Component 

L L H L L H 

Tintina Sockey

e Coho 

Spawnin

g 

Level of existing or 

potential 

disturbance 

L L M M M H 

   Impact of risk to 

fish habitat 

L L M M M H 

   Likelihood of 

Benefits to Fish 

Habitat from 

Restoration of 

Component 

L L H L L H 

Pine 

Flats 

Ck 

Cut 

throat 

Sockey

e 

Summer 

Rearing 

Level of existing or 

potential 

disturbance 

M L H M M M 

   Impact of risk to 

fish habitat 

M L M M M M 

   Likelihood of 

Benefits to Fish 

Habitat from 

Restoration 

Component 

L L M M L M 
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Appendix 3 

Target Sub-basins for Priority Restoration and Planning 

Watershed Sub-basin Low Moderate High Primary 

Component 

for 

Restoration 

Secondary 

Component 

for 

Restoration 

Nass Hanna   YES Roads  

 Tintina   YES Roads  

 Pine Flats  YES  None  
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Appendix 4 

List of sites recorded requiring watershed restoration activities 
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Appendix 5 

Orenda Chart Area Map 

 


